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Armenian Genocide. On Wednesday, as
demonstrators marched through the

streets, others arrived from across the
country to join the protest. "This new law
is a danger. There are people who want

to forcefully change our history. We
have been in this situation before," said

art therapist Mitya Elovznatsi, one of
more than a hundred protesters

gathered in front of parliament in
Yerevan. The government is not making
any concessions, but we will continue to
resist until this law is dead, Mitya told Al
Jazeera. 'You cannot rewrite history' One
of the main slogans during the protest -
"You cannot rewrite history" - is directed

at the proposal from the ruling
Republican Party, which is supported by

President Serzh Sarkisian. The
centralised law is being prepared in

Armenia's parliament. If passed, it would
add a new article to the Code of Criminal

Procedure. According to the proposal,
the government has the right to punish
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anyone who insults "the sacred memory
of the Genocide", as well as anyone who
states "the truth" that the actual number
of victims of the massacres carried out

during the Ottoman Empire's reign in the
late 19th century was "hundreds of
thousands". The protests have been
organised by human rights groups in

Armenia in order to put pressure on the
government to reconsider the proposal.

The government is not making any
concessions, but we will continue to

resist until this law is dead, M
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